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In today’s global economy emphasizing
21st Century skills, career-based knowledge
and ongoing professional improvement is critical to succeeding in the workplace and in life.
LearningExpress Library’s unique, interactive
online learning platform provides you with the
most comprehensive selection of career-oriented
and academic resources available to help with
job preparation, career advancement, career
changes, and re-entry into the workforce.
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>>Access more than 800 online practice tests and
interactive skill- building tutorials to help launch or
advance your career
>>Prepare for professional certification, licensing and
aptitude tests in civil service, law enforcement, firefighting, EMS, military, real estate and healthcare,
among others
>>Improve workplace skills such as networking, success on the job, business writing and core computer
skills
>>Learn basic computer skills
>>Improve Microsoft and Adobe applications skills.
>>Prepare for college and graduate school admissions
tests including the SAT, ACT, GMAT, GRE, LSAT and
MCAT
>>Successfully prepare for the GED exam when working toward a high-school diploma
>>Dramatically improve or refresh basic skills in reading, writing and math
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>> Individual Learning Centers provide easy
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eBooks and center-specific content
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>> Individual user accounts allow you to save
work-in-progress and access completed
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>> Access anytime, anywhere you and an
Internet connection at http://lalibcon.
state.lib.la.us/ and following the link for
LearningExpress.
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